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What is a mobile geospatial application?
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County involvement

- Maintain tax maps and parcel shapefiles
- Administer assessment database
- Prepare assessment rolls and tax rolls
The problem
The problem . . . solved
Planning a custom solution

- Preparation
- Geospatial app needs assessment
- Concept development
- Integration plan

- **9/4 Kick-off Meeting**
- **11/6 Formal Presentation**
Needs assessment

• Survey questionnaire
• Follow-up interviews
• List available GIS data
Concept development

• List required functionality
• Choose hardware and software
• Spatial database design
Primary keys
• SWIS_CO
• SWIS_TOWN
• SWIS_VG
• PARCEL_ID

Secondary keys
• ROLL_YR
• SITE_NBR
• IMPROVE_NBR

Feature to table key
• PRINT_KEY
Integration plan

- Develop app enhanced workflow
- Prototype e-forms
Anticipated Results

• Town assessors need a geospatial app
• County can take steps to develop the app
• Conceptual design and integration plan are steps towards making it happen
Presentation

• Delaware County Assessor’s Association
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